Subjects
Science, Social Studies, Geography, Technology, Environmental Education, Language Arts

Estimated Time
Two to three 50-minute class periods

Time-Reduction Suggestions
Part 2 can be an out-of-class assignment, condensing the activity to two class periods; just ask
students to bring three copies of their story to class.
• Classroom presentations of stories can be eliminated, moving the discussion to the end of
Part 2, reducing the lesson to two class periods.
• Part 1 can be eliminated if similar lessons are conducted to replace it, such as Climate
Change in My City or The Forecaster.
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Lesson Fifteen:
Climate Witness Oral History Project

Teacher Note
This activity can be completed independent of other activities in this packet, or it can be done as
a follow-up to an activity on regional effects of climate change. If desired, some of the tasks from
other activities could be incorporated into this activity.

Grade Level
9-12

Overview
Students interview older residents in the community about climate changes during their lifetimes
and compare the results to a climate change index that is based on historical temperature
measurements.



Objectives
• Students explore the factors that determine human perceptions of weather and climate.
• Students use interviews to develop a nonfiction story on effects of climate change in their region.
• Students examine the historical record of climate change in their area.
• Students discuss the implications of human perceptions of local climate change on global climate
change policy.
• Students use active listening and speaking strategies for classroom presentations.
• Students use creative writing skills to develop a story.
• Students work with a group or partner to critique, edit, and analyze each other’s stories.
• Students will publish work on a website.

Materials
• Computers with Internet access
• WWF Guide to writing a Climate Witness Story and Interview Form (included)
• WWF Consent Form: Parent and Interviewee (included)
• Sample Interview Questions (included)

Background:
Changes in temperature, precipitation, and extreme weather all affect ecosystems, which affect the
people dependent on those natural resources for food production and sustainable development.
In recent decades, western science has documented many observed changes in climate and the
associated impacts. Climate Witness seeks to extend such assessments of climate change to include
observations from local people directly affected by global and local climate change.
Climate Witness is WWF’s initiative to document the experiences from people who are witnessing
the impacts of climate change on their local environment. By demonstrating that climate change is
already affecting the lives of a growing number of people today, we will bring a real-life perspective to
what many view as a somewhat ambiguous and distant threat, which will help us to promote effective
solutions to climate change.
The problem of climate change is urgently upon us. Putting a human face on climate change and
disseminating information about the impacts of climate change on people’s lives is an important part of
informing the public. Documenting local observations will help raise the level of personal and political
concern about climate change in order for action to be taken to keep the planet below a 2°C increase in
global mean temperature as compared to preindustrial times.



Procedure
Part 1: Regional Effects
1. After your class completes lessons regarding
the science of climate change (Our Unique
Atmosphere and/or Emissions of Heat-trapping
Gases), lead a class discussion on the effects
of climate change on their area. Ask the class
to characterize the climate of their region. They
should consider such factors as the average
temperature and precipitation, the magnitude
of the temperature change from one season to
another, the seasonal distribution of precipitation,
the nature of the air masses that affect the
climate, proximity to the ocean, large mountain
ranges, or large lakes, etc. Then ask the students
if they have noticed any changes in their normal
weather patterns and what this means for the
future of agriculture, recreation, and habitation in
the region.
2. Ask the students to interview an older relative
or neighbor in the region about the changes in
climate they have witnessed over the year. Hand

out the WWF Guide to Writing a Climate Witness
Story and Interview Form, the Consent Form, and
the Sample Interview Questions handout. Ask the
students to find a person who will consent to the
assignment, and have him/her (the interviewee)
fill out both the forms. You, as the teacher, will
sign as the WWF liaison on the consent form. Ask
him/her to use the Sample Interview Questions
to develop a story. If you would like to add or
change any questions, please feel free to adapt
them. Then, he/she should go over the Interview
Form with the volunteer, and ask him/her to
explain his/her responses that are not apparent to
the student based on the interview just conducted.
Give the students a suitable amount of time to
create a Climate Witness Story with a 1.5 page
limit typed.

Part 2: Climate Witness Stories
1. When the class reconvenes with their stories,
divide the class into groups of three. Ask the
students to read each other’s stories and offer
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Piaroa indians in a dug out canoe descending a river. The Piaroa Tribe lives in the Amazon rain forest of Venezuela



• Was there a clear opinion on change in
climate or did answers differ from one
resident to another? If they differed, were
there any clear patterns relating the answers
to the length of time the resident lived in the
area, lifestyle, occupation, or other factors?
• Finally, how does perception of climate
change affect a person’s position on climate
change policy? For example, people who
believe there has been a noticeable change
in local climate might be more interested in
supporting efforts to curtail greenhouse gas
emissions.
2. Ask the students to review the interview form,
and have them decide if they consent to publish
their stories on a WWF Web page for others to
read and benefit from their observations. Explain
that the stories will be listed with their names and
region and the names of their interviewees, but
without contact information. Their stories can
be removed from the Web site any time at their
discretion.
© Liza Schillo, 2007

Wild Crocus next to a street in Washington, DC

comments based on the writing guidelines,
grammar, focus, appropriateness to regional
changes, and writing. After the students have
offered their comments, ask them to edit their own
stories as appropriate.

3. Ask the students to submit their stories
electronically on the WWF Climate Portal Web
site. Encourage your students to read the stories
of others posted on the Web site from different
regions. For extra credit, have students write a
short summary of another student’s story and
analyze based on climate data in the region over
the years, found by Internet research.
4. Please collect consent forms and send to:

Part 3: Optional - Classroom Presentations
1. Ask the students to present their stories to the
class, either by reading or offering a summary.
Offer time for discussion after the information is
presented.
• Did anyone say anything that surprised
others? Were all the stories similar?
• What does the material presented
demonstrate about the student’s knowledge
of his/her regional environment? Are there
scientific predictions not discussed in the
stories? Is there anything people do not
understand or believe about the regional
effects of climate change?



Kate Graves, Climate Change Team
World Wildlife Fund
1250 24th St., NW
Washington, DC 20037

National Science Education Standards
Unifying Concepts and Processes (K-12):
Consistency, change, and measure
Science as Inquiry, Content Standard (9-12):
Abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry;
Understandings about scientific inquiry
Science in Personal and Social Perspectives,
Content Standard (9-12): Environmental quality;
Science and technology in local, national, and
global changes

Curriculum Standards for Social Studies

Environmental Education Guidelines for
Learning (K-12)
Strand 1: Questioning and Analysis Skills
Strand 2: Knowledge of Environmental Processes
and Systems
Strand 2.1: The Earth as a Physical System
Strand 2.4: Environment and Society
Strand 3: Skills for Understanding and Addressing
Environmental Issues
Strand 3.1: Skills for Analyzing and Investigating
Environmental Issues

Strand 2: Time, Continuity, and Change
Strand 3: People, Places, and Environments

Standards for the English Language Arts

Strand 8: Science, Technology, and Society

Standard 2: Students read a wide range of
literature from many periods in many genres to
build an understanding of the many dimensions
(e.g., philosophical, ethical, aesthetic) of human
experience.

Strand 9: Global Connections

National Geography Standards
Standard 4: Places and Regions. The physical
and human characteristics of places.
Standard 6: Places and Regions. How culture
and experience influence people’s perceptions of
places and regions.
Standard 15: Environment and Society. How
physical systems affect human systems.

Standard 4: Students adjust their use of spoken,
written, and visual language (e.g., conventions,
style, vocabulary) to communicate effectively with
a variety of audiences and for different purposes.
Standard 5: Students employ a wide range of
strategies as they write and use different writing
process elements appropriately to communicate
with different audiences for a variety of purposes.

Standard 18: Uses of Geography. How to apply
geography to interpret the present and plan for the
future.

Standard 6: Students apply knowledge of
language structure, language conventions (e.g.,
spelling and punctuation), media techniques,
figurative language, and genre to create, critique,
and discuss print and nonprint texts.

Technology Foundation Standards

Standard 9: Students develop an understanding
of and respect for diversity in language use,
patterns, and dialects across cultures, ethnic
groups, geographic regions, and social roles.

Standard 1: Basic Operations and Concepts.
Students are proficient in the use of technology.
Standard 3: Technology Productivity Tools.
Students use technology tools to enhance
learning, increase productivity, and promote
creativity.
Standard 4: Technology Communications
Tools (for extension activities). Students use
telecommunications to collaborate, publish, and
interact with peers, experts, and other audiences.
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National Standards Alignment

Standard 11: Students participate as
knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical
members of a variety of literacy communities.
Standard 12: Students use spoken, written, and
visual language to accomplish their own purposes
(e.g., for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, and the
exchange of information.
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WWF Climate Witness Programme Consent Form
I, …………………………………… of …………………………………………….……………………
…………………………………………………………………..… on this date………………………
hereby give consent to WWF International to use my Climate Witness testimonial and photos
attached to this form for any purposes they see fit in raising awareness of the dangerous
effects of climate change around the world and promoting effective solutions to the climate
problem.
I realize that any form of active participation in the Climate Witness programme is voluntary.
I also realize that I may be called upon to present my story in person for a range of media
opportunities at some point in the future or for as long as the Climate Witness Programme is
active. This may require me to travel either locally or to international events and where ever
possible WWF agrees that my travel costs will be covered.
I am aware that I am not to use the WWF or Climate Witness Programme logos in any instance
without the consent of the WWF liaison person who has been appointed to me. I have noted
the specific solutions to climate change which my national WWF office is promoting and I
broadly agree with these. If I would like to promote other solutions to climate change publicly I
will only do so after consulting with my Climate Witness person.
I have been informed that all my personal information and contact details will remain
confidential at all times unless the use of them is authorized by me and the WWF liaison
person appointed to me as a way of maintaining privacy.
I understand that the testimonial prepared and associated photos will be approved and chosen
by me/us before anything is used in any format for publication.
This consent form has be signed by Climate Witness
Name …………………………………………………………………..
Signature ………………………………………………………………
Date ……………………………………………………………………
And witnessed by WWF Liaison Person
Name …………………………………………………………………..
Signature ………………………………………………………………
Date ……………………………………………………………………
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1. How long have you lived in the area?
2. What is your occupation? Has your occupation changed?
3. How much time do you spend outdoors now? Did you spend more/less time outdoors in the past?
4. How much would you say your life today is affected by climate? Significantly/Somewhat/Not at all
5. How much was your life in the past affected by climate? Significantly/Somewhat/Not at all
6. How often do you follow weather forecasts?
7. Overall, would you say that climate has changed significantly during your lifetime? If so, how has it
changed?
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Sample Interview Questions

8. How would you respond to the following statements?
Compared to the past, today’s summer temperatures are
Much hotter somewhat hotter
same
somewhat cooler

much cooler

not sure

Compared to the past, today’s winter temperatures are
Much colder somewhat colder
same
somewhat warmer

much warmer

not sure

Compared to the past, the number of unusually hot days now is
Much more
somewhat more
same
somewhat fewer

fewer

not sure

Compared to the past, the number of unusually cold days now is
Much more
somewhat more
same
somewhat fewer

fewer

not sure

Compared to the past, our climate today is
Much wetter somewhat wetter
same

somewhat drier

much drier

not sure

Compared to the past, the first frost now occurs
Much earlier somewhat earlier same time

somewhat later

much later

not sure

Compared to the past, bird migration in the spring now occurs
Much earlier somewhat earlier same time somewhat later

much later

not sure

Compared to the past, ice breakup in spring now occurs
Much earlier somewhat earlier same time somewhat later

much later

not sure

We have more heavy downpours now than in the past
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

not sure

We have more droughts now than in the past
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree

Strongly disagree

not sure

We have more snow now compared to the past
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree

Strongly disagree

not sure
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9. What do you believe to be the consequences of these changes?
What will happen in your area if theses changes continue?

10. What are the options to prevent further changes?

11. What role do you believe the government should play with this problem? Local? Federal?

12. What will you do in your own community?
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Thank you for submitting your work to WWF’s Climate Witness Oral History Project. By choosing to
submit your work -- which could be text, a photograph, or any other work of authorship – you represent
that your submission is your original work and that you have the right to submit it as part of this project.
You give WWF permission, perpetually and throughout the world, without compensation or credit, to
publish, copy, distribute, display, or otherwise use your work for non-commercial purposes, and to give
others permission to use it for non-commercial purposes. You also give WWF permission to edit or
modify your submission, and to use your name, likeness, and city and state in connection with it and
with this project. While these rights do not obligate WWF to use your submission, we do thank you very
much for your participation.
All who submit their work for inclusion in the project must sign.
Agreed:
Signature:_ ______________________

Print Name: _ _______________________

Address:_ _______________________

Telephone No.: _ ____________________

_______________________________

Date: ______________________________
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Permission Form for Participants in WWF’s “Climate
Witness Oral History Project”

If the above individual is not yet 18 years old, the following statement must be signed:
I am the parent/legal guardian of the above-named child/minor and as such am fully authorized to enter
into this agreement on his/her behalf.
.
Child’s name: ____________________

Printed Name: _ _____________________

Parent’s signature: ________________

Telephone No.: ______________________

Address: ________________________

Date: ______________________________

**Please return to Teacher**
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